Abstract.
In [P2] we defined a coordinate free variational integral on bounded sets of finite perimeter, and used it to establish a very general Gauss-Green theorem. In this note we show (Corollary 3.4) that the variational integral of [P2] has a simple Riemann type definition, appreciably more transparent than that of [P2, §7] . In dimension one, it enlightens the relationship between the variational integral of [P2] and the generalized Riemann integral of Henstock and Kurzweil (see [P2, Definition 2 .1]).
Preliminaries
All functions we consider are real-valued. If / is a function on a set A and B c A , we denote by / \ B the restriction of / to B ; when no confusion can arise we write / instead of / \ B .
Throughout this note, m > 1 is a fixed integer. The set of all real numbers is denoted by R, and the nt-fold Cartesian product of R is denoted by Rm . For x = (Éi,... ,tm) and e > 0, we let |x| = max{|£.|, ... , \Çm\} and ¿7(x, e) = {y £ Rm : \x-y\ < e). If E c Rm, then clE, intE, bdE, and \E\ denote, respectively, the closure, interior, boundary, and outer Lebesgue measure of E ; furthermore diE) = sup{|x -y\ : x, y £ E} .
Let E cRm . We say that an x € Rm is, respectively, a density or dispersion point of E whenever .. . f\EnU{x,e)\ . .. \EnUjx,e)\ hm tnfJ---\--1 or hm sup J--=-\-= 0. £-o+ (2e)»» E^o+ (2e)'"
The set of all density points of E is called the essential interior of E, denoted by inteE, and the set of all nondispersion points of E is called the essential closure of E, denoted by cleE. The essential boundary of E is the set bdeE = cleE -inteE. Clearly intE c inteE c cleE c clE, and so bdeE c bdE. If cleE equals E or clE, the set E is called essentially closed or nondispersed, respectively.
The im -1 )-dimensional outer HausdorfF measure %? in Rm is defined so that it is the counting measure if m = 1, and agrees with the Lebesgue measure in Rm~x if m > 1. A bounded set A c Rm is called a B V set iBV for bounded variation) whenever the number \\A\\ = ß?(bdeA), called the perimeter of A, is finite. By [Fe, §2.10.6 and Theorem 4.5.11] , the family BV of all B V sets coincides with the collection of all bounded measurable subsets of Rm whose De Giorgi's perimeter in Rm , defined in [M-M, §2.1.2], is finite. If £cRm we denote by B VE the family of all B V subsets of E.
We shall need a lemma proved by G. Congedo and I. Tamanini (cf. [C-T] and [T-G] , or [P2, Proposition 3.2] ). Lemma 1.1. For each BV set A there are nondispersed sets An £ BVA such that \\A"\\ < \\A\\ and \A-An\ < \\A\\/n, n = 1,2, ... . The set of all x e inteA which are perimeter dispersion points of A is called the critical interior of A , denoted by int^^ . It has been proved in [V, §4] , that 
Partitions
A dyadic cube is the product Ti?=i[ki2~", (A:, + 1)2~") where kx, ... , km and n are integers with n > 0. Given a function Ô on a set E, we let N § = {x £ E : Six) = 0} and call it the null set of ô . A caliber is any sequence n = {ij} °f positive real numbers. A set N c Rm is called thin if its J%* measure is a -finite.
Let A £ BV. A nonnegative function ô on cleA is called a gage in A whenever its null set N¿ is thin. A partition in A is a collection (possibly empty) P = {iAi, Xi), ... , iAp, xp)} where A\, ... , Ap are disjoint BV subsets of A and x, £ cleAl■-, i = 1, ... , p ; the set \J¡=xAi is called the body of P, denoted by [J P.
Definition 2.1. Let e > 0, let n be a caliber, and let ô be a gage in a B V set A . We say that a partition P = {(ax , xx), ... , iAp , xp)} in A is:
(1) dyadic if Ax, ... , Ap are dyadic cubes; (2) e-regular if riA¡) > e, i = I, ... , p;
(3) à-fine if diA¡) < ¿(x,), i = I, ... , p;
(4) (e, n)-approximating if A -[JP is the union of disjoint BV sets Bx, ... , Bk such that \\Bj\\ < l/e and \Bj\ < rjj, j = I, ... , k .
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The family of all e-regular ¿5-fine (e, ^-approximating partitions in A is denoted by TliA, e; ô, n). Remark 2.2. Let S be a gage in a BV set A, and let â+ = ô \ icleA -Ng). If e > 0 and P is an e-regular ¿-fine partition in A , then in the terminology of [P2, Definition 7 .1], P is a tight r5+-fine e-partition in A mod Ng .
Lemma 2.3. Let K = Y[™=x[ki, k¡ + 2h) where kx, ... ,km and h are integers, let ô be a gage in K, and let n be a caliber. There is a x > 0, depending only on the dimension m, such that a S-fine (t, ^-approximating dyadic partition in K exists. Proof. We employ the idea of E. J. Howard (cf. [H] ). According to [Fa, The- By classical Cousin's lemma (see [MS, Chapter 4, ), there is a <5+-fine dyadic partition P = {(Kx, xx), ... , iKp , xp)} in K with (JP = K. Let 3S consist of all C £ % such that C c K and K¡ c C for some i = I, ... , p . As ^ is disjoint ^ is finite, and as N¿ c intdj^), our definition of ô+ on Ng implies that K¡ c \J 2¡ whenever x; £ Ng. If AT, meets a D £ 2! and Ki <£ D, then D c /T, because /) and K¡ are dyadic cubes. This is, however, impossible, for by the definition of 3¡, the set D contains a Kj disjoint from K¡. We conclude that for each i = I, ... , p either K¡■ c \]3¡ or Ki n (IJ^) = 0 ■ Thus after a suitable reordering, \\9¡ = K -(Jqi=l K¡ for a nonnegative integer q < p , and Q = {(Ä'j, xj), ... , iKq , xq)} is a ¿-fine dyadic partition in K. We complete the proof by showing that Q is (t, n)-approximating for x = l/(2ma).
To this end, let 3¡x = 3 n *%\ and for ; = 1, 2,... , let 91 j = 3f n % -U{=i' ^/ • The family ^ , being finite, is the union of disjoint families 3¡x, ... ,3k . If D¡ = \}2j then \}3¡ is the union of disjoint sets Dx, ... , Dk . As ||i)7-|| < 1/t and \D¡\ < nj, j = 1, ... , k our assertion is established.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a BV set, x £ intc^4, and let {C"} be a sequence of dyadic cubes such that x £ clC", n = 1,2,..., and lim¿/(C") = 0. Then x £ cleiA n C"), « = 1,2,..., and
This lemma, which has been proved in [P2, Lemma 3.6] , allows us to apply Lemma 2.3 to BV sets.
Proposition 2.5. Let ô be a gage in a BV set A and let rj be a caliber. There is a k > 0, depending only on the dimension m, such that UiA ,K;S,n)^0.
Proof. Assume first that \\A\\ < 2. By Lemma and B -(J P = B n (K -U Q) ■ As AT -U ô is the union of disjoint BV sets D2, ... ,Dk with \\Dj\\ < l/x and \Dj\ < n¡, j = 2, ... ,k, an easy calculation shows that P £ YliA, k; ô , rj) for k = min{yS , t/(1 + 2t)} . An arbitrary B V set A is the union of disjoint BV sets Ax, ... , An whose perimeters are less than or equal to 2 . For / = 0, ... ,n-I , let r\' = {f¡nj-i}j and use the first part of the proof to find a P¡ £ TliA¡, k ; ô, n'). It is clear that P = U"=i Pi belongs to YliA ,K;ô,tj).
The integral
If A is a BV set and / is a function on cl^^ , we set oif,P) = J2f(xi)\Ai\ i=l for each partition P = {(Ax, xx), ... , iAp , xp)} in A .
Definition 3.1. Let A be a BV set and let / be a function on cl^. We say that / is integrable in A if there is a real number / having the following property: given e > 0, we can find a gage ô in A and a caliber n so that \a(f, P)-I\<e for each P £ YliA,e;S,n).
The family of all integrable functions in a BV set A is denoted by J^iA). It follows from Proposition 2.5 that the number / of Definition 3.1 is determined uniquely by / 6 *fiA). We call it the integral of / over A , denoted by JAf.
Let A be a BV set. A division of A is a finite disjoint family of BV sets whose union is A . A function F on B VA is called:
(i) additive if FiA) = Yd€& -f7(-^>) f°r eacn division 3¡ of A ; (ii) continuous if given e > 0, there is a 1; > 0 such that \FiB)\ < e for each B £ BVA with ||5|| < l/e and \B\ < v . There is a gage ô in A and a caliber n such that |cr(/, P) -fAf\ < e/2 for each P £ YliA, e ; ô, n).
Let rf = {r\2j\ and rf = {n2j_x}. Given a B £ BVA , select partitions Qx and Q2 in YliB, e; ô, ne). Using Proposition 2.5, find a partition Q £ YliA -B, e ; S, n°). Now P¡ = Q¡ U Q, i = 1,2, belongs to YliA, e ; ô, n) and Mf, Öl) -Oif, Ô2)| = \0if, P{) -Gif, P2)\ < oif, Pi)-i f + I f-o(f,P2) Ja Ja < e.
Thus fß belongs to ^(B) since it satisfies Cauchy's test for integrability (cf. [P2, Lemma 7.4] ). If {Ax, ... , An} is a division of A , let r\k = {r\nj-k\j , k = 0, ... , n-l . By the first part of the proof and Proposition 2.5, there is a Pk £ YliAk , e ; ô, nk) such that \aif,Pk) -FiAk)\ < e/(2«). Because P = Uit-i^t belongs to
YliA, e ; ô, n), we have for each e-regular S-fine partition {iAx, xx), ... , iAp , xp)) in A. In particular, we have fA f = FiA).
Proof. Assume first that / e /(i) and let F(5) = ¡Bf for each B £ BVA .
By Proposition 3.2, F is an additive continuous function on BVA. Choose a positive e < k where k is the constant from Proposition 2.5. There is a gage ô in A and a caliber r\ such that |cr(/, P) -FiA)\ < e/3 for each P £ YliA, e ; ô, n). Let rf = {n2j} and rf = {r\2¡-X}. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that each e-regular ¿-fine partition in A is a subset of a partition from YliA ,e;6,n°). Thus it suffices to prove the required inequality for a partition {iAx,xx),...,iAp,xp)} in YliA,e;a,n°).
To this purpose let «' = {n2pj-2i}j, i = 0, ... , p -I, and use Propositions 2.5 and 3.2 to find a P¡ £ U(Ai ,e;ô, n¡) so that |cx(/, />■) -F(A¡)\ < e/(3p).
After a suitable reordering there is a nonnegative integer k < p such that f(Xi)\Ai\ > F(Ai) for i = l,...,k and /(*,-) M/| < FiA¡) for i = k + I, ... , p . By our choice of the r¡' 's, it is easy to see that P+ = {iAi,Xi),...,iAk,xk)}U (J Pi, i=k+l k P-= {(Ak+i , xk+l), ...,(AP, xp)} U U />■ ¡=i belong to Yl(A, e ; ô, r¡). Hence
The desired inequality is obtained by adding the last two inequalities. Conversely, suppose that an additive continuous function F on BVA satisfying the conditions of the theorem exists. Choose an e > 0 and find a gage ô in A so that f^\jf{Xt){A,\-F(A,)\< i=l for each e-regular ¿-fine partition {(Ax , xx ),..., iAp, xp)} in A. Since F is continuous, there is a caliber n such that \FiB)\ < e2 j~x for each B £ BVA with ||J9|| < 1/e and |5| < n¡, j = 1, 2, ... . Now given a partition P = {iAx, x\), ... , iAp , xp)} in YliA, e; ô, n), the set A -\JP is the union of disjoint BV sets Bx,...,Bk suchthat \\Bj\\ < 1/e and \Bj\ < t]j for j = I, ... , k. Thus
and we see that / £ J^iA) and ¡Af = F(A).
From the previous theorem and [P2, Propositions 7.7 and 7 .8] we obtain immediately the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. The integral of Definition 3.1 coincides with the tight variational integral defined in [P2, Remark 5.2, 4(a) ].
Each equivalence class of BV sets modulo, the sets of Lebesgue measure zero contains a unique essentially closed set. In dimension one such a set is a finite union of nondegenerate compact intervals (see [V, §6] ). This observation enables us to present a particularly simple definition of the integral when m = 1-an assumption we shall make for the remainder of the paper.
By an interval we mean a compact interval [a, b] c R with a < b. A figure is a finite union of intervals, and the family of all figures is denoted by !?. We say that figures A and B overlap if \A n B\ > 0. An ^-partition of a figure A is a collection {iAx, Xi) , ... , iAp, xp)} such that A\, ... , Ap are nonoverlapping figures, \JP=l A¡ = A, and x¡ £ A¡, i = I, ... , p . The eregular and ¿-fine ¿^"-partitions of a figure A are defined in the obvious way. For ¿^"-partitions, the obvious meaning is also given to the symbol oif, P).
Proposition 3.5. Let f be a function defined on a figure A. Then f £ J^iA) with fAf = I if and only if for each e > 0 there is a positive gage ô in A such that \oif, P) -I\ < e for every e-regular S-fine S?-partition P of A. Proof. Let f £^fiA) and e > 0. There is a gage ¿ in A and a caliber n such that \a(f, Q) -JAf\ < e/2 for each Q £ YliA, e/2; ô, n). As m = 1, the gage ô is positive outside a countable set N = {z2, z$, ...} . With no loss of generality we may assume that rjj\fizj)\ < e2~J for j = 2,3, ... . We define a positive gage ¿5° in A by setting whenever y £ A and \y -x\ < v , and we see that <p is continuous at x . It follows that <p is uniformly continuous in A, and this implies the continuity of F.
